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June returns to Worcester with a wealth of tips in her
PDI Presentation -

This date is also the start of
the Hand In period for the

This date is the end of the Hand in period for the
First PDI Competition.

AV Group
Meeting this month on

inc refreshments. Bar also available.

Digital Group
Meeting this month on

£2 inc refreshments. Bar also available.
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COULD YOU BE A MENTOR?
Every year we have new enthusiastic members who would appreciate a little help along their
journey of photographic discovery! We also have existing members who would like to improve
their photography particularly in a specific direction.
Could you be a mentor?
You don’t have to be an expert, just a willingness to help others on their journey!
If you don’t know the answers
being a mentor helps you find them and improve your own skills!
As I often say, we are all on
a journey, just some of us are further along the conveyer belt than others! The offshoot is that
this is how friendships begin, and we pride ourselves on being a friendly club! Mentoring is
informal. The time, place and frequency is decided upon by both learner and mentor.
What we offer our members depends on what existing members offer.

At present we have the following Mentoring Categories:
Basic Camera Craft – depending on make and model of camera.
Buying Photographic Equipment – advice for the beginner
Guidance with a Particular Genre – Please look at the long list offered on our website
Personal Critique of Images – from Basic advice to RPS & PAGB distinctions, including our
own internal Diploma Scheme.
Presentation Skills – mount cutting, preparation of PDIs for competitions and exhibitions.
Theory of Photography – understanding the rules and when to break them!
Please have a look at the Members side of the website and if you would like to help,
please
put yourself down under the OFFERS side of Mentoring.
If you would like a further chat
before committing yourself, please chat to Maddy at the club.

https://www.canonwatch.com/darktable-is-a-totally-free-yet-powerful-alternative-to-lightroom/amp/
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I have recently invested in the latest

So far, I have only used the
tions in this suite - I am very suitably impressed with the software so far.

applica-

I have lately embarked on a major project which seemingly will take several weeks to
complete, this is in addition to a couple of other large targets that I am currently working towards.
For my new major project, I needed images dating back to the eighties, when searching
for those it was noticeable that we all looked somewhat different in those days.
From these old images I needed small collections dealing with specific subjects, one of
.
those subjects for example, was
After much searching through old files, I found the images I needed - they had obviously been taken using less sophisticated cameras than those we use today.
Not only were the images taken using film, both colour negatives and colour slides, but
what I had available without delving into the original material had been scanned to
produce jpegs on a variety of scanners.
I sorted a few images and began to
The .dng files are then processed in Photoshop using the Topaz DeNoise program, I
tend to use the
in this which allows me to set the screen brightness, the
amount of denoise and the amount of sharpness required.
The results so far have been very promising, it is possible to do most things that can be
achieved with the RAW converter, - if the information isn’t already there this software
seems to calculate and “intelligently” add it to the file.

After processing it is often necessary to remove the odd scratch that must have been on
the original negative, most of which are consigned to our overburdened loft. Then it is
necessary to remove dust spots with the spot removal tool, a very easy task.
I will work with the other programs in the suite and let you know how I get on with
those.
It must be said that none of the images I have processed so far would stand up to scrutiny in todays competitive environment but they are more than good enough for the
three to five seconds required for AV work which was what I needed them for.
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I find it quite remarkable that it is possible to see the twine that holds the kite and spinners and also the swivels that they are attached to.
This image was taken on colour slide film in 1991.
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Another cracking day out with WCC members, thanks to all who participated in
what was a good-humoured day out in the Brecons on Wednesday.
A special thanks go to the more advanced natural history photographers who
helped other members with their first Red Kite in flight attempts, I know they appreciated your help.
Again, the weather was a little iffy, I must have mis-judged the length of my rain
avoidance dance yet again!
Barrie
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some of more modest proportions. As we waited, numerous red kites began to circle above in anticipation.

A group of WCC members made an early start to rendezvous at a car-park, where a bridge crosses a mountain
stream, a short distance from the Usk Reservoir turn off.

Once raw meat was scattered upon the grass of the small
meadow the birds began to vie for position, then swoop
with talons extended to clutch the succulent, glistening
meat. The plaintive calls and cries of the kites mingled
with the staccato clickitty-click of camera shutters in
‘burst mode’. Eventually the birds began to disperse and
we waited for the return of a few wily stragglers for easy
pickings.

With the Brecon Beacons rising dramatically upon the
horizon, we sought subjects in the fleeting sunlight. The
sparkling stream offered foreground interest and a good
‘lead-in’ – and as a bonus, there was heron stalking prey.
Walking over the open moorland we found numerous
vantage points and views. Besides landscapes, members
of the group sought natural history subjects ranging from
insects to birds.

With scores of images captured upon memory cards and
as a shower passed overhead, we made our way back
towards the village of Trecastle. Our journey was halted
for a several minutes as a large flock of sheep occupied
the narrow lane. We had all enjoyed a splendid day out in
mid-Wales with excellent company and potentially, plenty
of good pictures.
Our thanks go to Barrie Glover for organising the event.

After lunch we drove to a point a little further along the
road where wide views embraced the rolling mountains
and valleys. Here a pattern of rain-shower clouds stalked
the land with pools of sunlight sweeping over the mountains, hills and meadows. We were rewarded by brief
moments of dramatic and quite theatrical lighting which
enhanced the scene.
It was a short drive to the Brecon Beacons Red Kite
Feeding Centre where a brief stroll brought us to three
linked hides. Here we joined several other photographers, standing poised with long telephoto lenses and
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Barb also caught this Buzzard watching
Crow & Red kite
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from your Editor
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I don’t think I could do it that fast in my car!!!
Editor
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